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Text to Figure S1 

A figure equivalent to Fig. 8 of the full manuscript is included here (Figure S1), and it 
considers the impacts of hydrologic model routing by plotting WRF-Hydro channel flow 
compared to LIS-only surface runoff (surface runoff derived from WRF-Hydro is not 
physically meaningful due to recycled runoff). In this figure, the LIS/WRF-Hydro OL and 
DA streamflow is plotted with solid red and dark blue lines, respectively (as in Figure 8). 
LIS OL and DA aggregated surface and sub-surface runoff (over the same basin) are 
plotted with dashed orange and purple lines, respectively. Observed streamflow is 
plotted with a solid black line. 24-hour averages are used in this figure as the LIS-only 
runoff is written daily in our configuration. The LIS-only runoff follows a similar trajectory 
to LIS/WRF-Hydro, but tends to miss the timing of some peaks captured by LIS/WRF-
Hydro and USGS streamflow. LIS-only simulations tend to have runoff peaks that are too 
fast and flashier compared to the observations and LIS/WRF-Hydro solution. This is 
especially true earlier in the water year, when runoff is driven by rainfall rather than 
snowmelt. This is likely due to WRF-Hydro aggregating some runoff and routing it 
downstream, which is slower and more consistent with actual hydrologic response. In 
some cases late in the season, LIS-only runoff (surface and sub-surface) also has a longer 
recession, which may indicate increased reliance on sub-surface flow. Thus, this figure 
shows the added value of LIS/WRF-Hydro surface runoff. 
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Figure S1. Timeseries of modeled LIS and LIS/WRF-Hydro aggregated runoff and 
streamflow, respectively. This figure includes LIS/WRF-Hydro OL streamflow (red), 
LIS/WRF-Hydro DA streamflow (blue), LIS OL aggregated runoff (dashed orange), and LIS 
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DA aggregated runoff (dashed purple), and USGS observed streamflow (black). Data for 
WY2014 (top) to WY2017 (bottom).  
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